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Abstract

State-sponsored cyber-attacks have altered the playing field of international conflict and espionage because these operations often fall below the established threshold of response and regularly target private infrastructure. This has created difficulties for victim nations and their private sector entities regarding how to attribute a state-sponsored offensive cyber operation and what role each party should play in the attribution process. More broadly, the attribution of state-sponsored offensive cyber operations affects more than just cybersecurity. Rather, there is a relationship between attribution of offensive cyber operations and international relations where attribution is used for purposes such as reinforcing rules in cyberspace and imposing costs on malicious actors. Offensive cyber operations and attributions are used to shape a state’s global policy and posture and can reflect generations of conflicts, allegiances and intelligence-sharing networks. This paper gives an overview of the motivations, tools, techniques, procedures and alliances of attribution of state-sponsored offensive cyber operations. For the purposes of this article, attribution is defined as creating a body of evidence or a claim publicly linking a state to an offensive cyber operation. Along the way, the limitations of attribution, the general legal framework, norms regarding attribution and alternatives to attribution are examined. Our research reveals a fragmentation among actors regarding attitudes towards attribution and information sharing. We have also identified factors that reflect positive outcomes for attribution, including developing cyber norms, increasing the role of private sector actors and evolving laws that actively prevent cyber interference. Our findings are supported by a dataset that tracks state-sponsored offensive cyber operation attribution.

Introduction

International conflict and competition have increasingly taken place in cyberspace, joining kinetic operations. The United States Department of Defense (DoD) defines cyberspace as “a global domain within the information environment consisting of the interdependent network of
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information technology infrastructures, including the Internet, telecommunications networks, computer systems and embedded processors and controllers.\(^8\)

Within this domain, offensive cyber operations have evolved to include cyber espionage and interference with critical infrastructure or democratic processes through cyberspace. As such, this paper defines an offensive cyber operation as, “[t]he employment of [harmful] cyber capabilities [against an external target] to achieve objectives in or through cyberspace.”\(^9\)

State-sponsored offensive cyber operations have become widely recognised following several recent events beginning with the 2007 attacks on Estonia, the 2014 Sony Entertainment breach and in the wake of Russia’s election interference in the 2016 US election. Offensive cyber operations have an asymmetric cost structure, meaning that threat actors can often execute the same offensive cyber operation on thousands of targets at once, while the targets must defend against every type of attack themselves.\(^10\) The mix of asymmetry of costs and the relatively low operational cost of offensive cyber operations enables countries that were historically unable to compete in kinetic warfare to be highly competitive in cyberspace. These factors also enable countries such as North Korea or Iran to use offensive cyber operations to thrust themselves onto the world stage through highly sophisticated targeted operations.\(^11\)

As offensive cyber operations have grown in scale and frequency, perpetrators have increasingly been unmasked by both public and private actors through public attribution. For the purposes of this paper public attribution is defined as the public release of strategic, technical and operational information to support an assertion that a state or state-sponsored organisation has engaged in an offensive cyber operation. This should not be confused with attribution as a general term for ascribing responsibility or blame, but rather as a specific term for ascribing responsibility and blame to a state for their role in a cyber operation. This information is then used by states to pursue political, economic or legal paths to impose a cost on the culpable adversary. These could be economic sanctions, criminal indictments, diplomatic actions, or military or intelligence actions. Exploring the nuances of publicly attributing state-sponsored offensive cyber operations is the focus of this discussion.

This discussion begins by examining international norms in cyberspace. Attribution is inherently political and the lack of norms and standards surrounding attribution ultimately adds to the politicisation and hinders an attribution’s credibility. Attribution trends between NATO countries and countries outside NATO are examined, showing that an increased density of traditional alliances, intelligence sharing agreements and aligned incentives correlate with coordinated attributions. Further, countries having strong private sectors, and strong partnerships between public and private sector actors, correlated with more successful attributions in both qualitative
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and quantitative terms. Next, we discuss what leads to successful attributions, the limitations of attribution and alternatives to it such as active defence and the offensive elements of cyber deterrence. Ultimately, one option is through the development of evidentiary standards and a Transnational Attribution Institution. Through these two developments, attribution’s political pitfalls can be mitigated and stability in cyberspace improved, increasing international security and stability more broadly.

As much as possible, our findings are reflected by our attribution dataset. This dataset was created using attribution data from the CFR Cyber Operations Tracker dataset which identifies state-sponsored offensive cyber operations from January 2015 to March 2020. The CFR dataset is in English, so some publicly attributed state-sponsored offensive cyber operations may not be reflected. However, this dataset is the most comprehensive collection of state-sponsored offensive cyber operations publicly available. Our analysis focuses on the state of attribution based solely on data that is publicly available, thus this was the best available resource.

**Attribution, Stakeholders and Strategy**

Public attribution of state-sponsored offensive cyber operations is complex and has political, technical and legal aspects. States can use attribution as a vehicle to advance their political goals, but there is often a risk involved in making a public attribution. Any response from the attacked party, such as attribution or a hack-back, must be carefully considered before being undertaken due to the political implications that such a response would cause. Another consideration that attributors must address is what evidence to present when making the claim. This evidence includes technical, operational and strategic information known as indicators, and the amount of evidence presented varies with each attribution. Attributing with limited evidence can leave others to question whether the attributor has identified the real perpetrator. Publishing too much evidence can convince the international community that the attributor has identified the correct actor, but it can also reveal classified sources and methods. Finally, national and international laws and norms must be negotiated. International law provides the basic rules of attribution, such as which acts are attributable to a nation-state, codified into the Draft Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts. However, state-sponsored offensive cyber operations usually fall under the use of force and thus into a grey area where international law is still developing.
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Attributing a state-sponsored offensive cyber operation is thus a political act that depends on the victim state’s strategic goals, cyber-related norms and international and national laws. Adding to the complexity, states are not the only actors in the attribution space; industry maintains a continually growing presence in the attribution of state-sponsored offensive cyber operations and brings with it a different set of standards, goals and potential for collaboration.

2.1 Cyber-related Norms and Attributing Trends

Since the establishment of the United Nations Group of Governmental Experts (UN GGE) in 2004, the general outlines of internationally acceptable cyber norms have been laid. In 2013, the GGE agreed that international law and the UN charter applied to state activity in cyberspace. In 2015, it agreed to eleven non-binding norms, including that: (1) states should not interfere with the critical infrastructure of other states; (2) they should not target Computer Security Incident Response (CSIR) teams; (3) they should assist other nations to investigate offensive cyber operations; and (4) they should not knowingly allow their territory to be used for internationally wrongful acts using [Information and Communication Technologies] ICTs.

Unfortunately, the process of establishing broad, internationally accepted cyber norms has recently fragmented. After a failure to achieve consensus at the 2017 GGE session, Russia established an alternative norms-creating forum known as the Open-Ended Working Group (OEWG) which began holding meetings in 2019.

The failure of the 2017 session centred around states’ rights. The representative from Cuba argued that the proposed adoption of these concepts would ‘legitimise unilateral punitive force actions, […] by States claiming to be victims of illicit uses of ICTs’; while the US representative countered that states ‘who are unwilling to affirm the applicability of these international legal rules and principles believe their States are free to act in or through cyberspace
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[...] with no limits or constraints on their actions. Most international scholars and commentators saw that political motivations on both sides had made consensus unachievable.

Despite this divergence of perspective, the substantive session of the GGE in December 2019 remained optimistic about the potential for cooperation and highlighted the ‘opportunity for countries that have been less engaged on the issue of ICT-security in the context of international security to join the conversation’.

Applying these trends to attribution, the vast majority of attacks and subsequent attributions have followed similar ideological trends. For example, in the data surveyed, China, Russia, Iran and North Korea have been identified as the responsible actors for 75% of all state-sponsored offensive cyber operations.

Our research has found that offensive cyber operation attributions are made primarily by small groups of nations. The US government and US private sector are the number one attributors of state-sponsored offensive cyber operations. While the US stands out as the most prolific attributor, its traditional allies often align when making attributions. For example, the Five Eyes community, an intelligence-sharing alliance consisting of the US, UK, Australia, Canada and New
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Zealand, has made the most public attributions to date, most notably coming together to denounce Russia for several offensive cyber operations in 2016 and 2017.²⁹

![Figure 2. Public Attributions of State-Sponsored Offensive Cyber Operations, by Attributing Country 2015-2020](image)

### 2.2 Parties in the Attribution Process

Parties to the attribution process can be national or transnational. However, the most energetic dynamic to date has been between public and private entities. The public sector has traditionally been at the forefront of attribution, but the private sector has repeatedly demonstrated its ability to independently attribute state-sponsored offensive cyber operations.³⁰ Our data indicates that 25% of attributions are sponsored by only public attributors, 65% by private actors and 10% by both. While public entities are typically executive agencies charged with intelligence, law-enforcement or defence, private sector entities include private companies that were subject to attack, private-cybersecurity firms and news outlets which choose to publish particular attributions.

A government's decision to attribute a state-sponsored offensive cyber operation may come from policy shifts. For example, in 2018, the Trump administration sought to enhance the cyber capabilities of the US and to take a harder line with North Korea, leading to the WannaCry ransomware attribution.³¹ Germany and the US took a similar initiative when China began its campaign of intellectual property theft from western industrial countries.³² Aside from policy shifts, the public sector has attributed offensive cyber operations to ensure the security of elections.
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such as in the 2016 DNC hack. Additionally, when a large number of countries, private companies and people are victims of an attack, such as was the case in NotPetya, governments attribute an attack to deter future attacks by imposing sanctions or by holding those who perpetrated the attack criminally liable.

Where public actors primarily attribute to promote national security and political goals, private actors have a more diverse array of incentives, including but not limited to profit-motives, self-marketing, and moral reasons. For example, private cybersecurity firms are often hired by attacked entities to perform cyber investigations into compromised systems. Private firms use attribution reports generated by these investigations to showcase their products, generate buzz and help market services such as ‘threat intelligence’.

Given the complexity and political nature of attributing state-sponsored offensive cyber operations, some have voiced concerns over the private sector’s involvement in the attribution space and conflicting attributions and misattribution from poorly sourced or analysed information can confuse and the situation. These effects could pressure a government to attribute publicly when it would rather take a more nuanced approach or strain international relations when tensions are already high. However, unlike public actors who must weigh the costs of unwanted escalation, strained diplomacy and deal with information sharing barriers like classification, private actors are unconstrained and can quickly combine information from various sources into a publication much more quickly.

Public-sector attribution also carries specific benefits over private sector attribution. Only a sovereign government can formally charge entities with crimes, levy sanctions, expel diplomats and respond with proportionate actions up to the use of armed force, if justified. Domestic criminal charges and international extradition treaties allow government attributions to carry more weight, such as in the case of North Korea’s WannaCry or China’s OPM hack. This is an extension of domestic criminal law to encompass and punish transnational crime. A recent example of this was the 2018 extradition of Yanjun Xu, a Chinese intelligence official, from Belgium to the US for prosecution. However, due to the lack of extradition treaties with Russia or China and the principle of sovereign immunity, this policy has had mixed results. A second benefit the public
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sector enjoys is evidentiary. The public sector is in the best position to acquire evidence through international agreements, intelligence agencies and subpoenas. Finally, nation-states may choose to attribute an attack in bulk by harnessing existing relationships and alliances to give their attribution more weight, such as the Five Eyes or NATO states.

Several benefits have been observed through a strong private sector and a strong partnership between the public and private sectors. For example, allowing the private sector to work with the public sector can help leverage the private sector’s technical capabilities. A private-public partnership has been seen in nearly every state-sponsored offensive cyber operation attribution. A public-private relationship can also help add validation to the public sector’s attribution, which can add political strength to that attribution. Private sector attribution can sway governmental discussions or agency deliberations, help the public sector avoid giving up intelligence sources and methods, free up resources for the public sector and help build relationships between the public and private sectors.

![Figure 3. Public Attributions of Nation-State Sponsored Offensive Cyber Operations, by Public and Private Actors 2015-2020](image)

### 2.3 Factors Leading to Successful and Risks of Attributions

The goal of attribution is to deter future offensive cyber operations by ‘naming and shaming’ the aggressor on the international stage. Aside from a decrease in the frequency or intensity of offensive cyber operations targeted at the victim state, measuring which outcomes make an attribution successful can be difficult.

Unsurprisingly, private sector attributors measure successful attributions by traditional business metrics. These include the extent to which it leads to the accomplishment and continuation of business objectives, increased profits, or enhanced reputation, ‘informing the broader community
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of network defenders’ of threats and vulnerabilities and the promotion of ‘broader corporate policy and normative agenda’.\textsuperscript{46}

For the public sector, a successful attribution is measured by whether or not the political goal of the attribution was achieved. That could be the promotion of deterrence, informing network defenders, promotion of norm-building, or as a ‘prerequisite for other punitive actions’.\textsuperscript{46} For example, if a state attributes a cyberattack to justify a military response, then the opinion of the international community, the evidentiary standards and the opinion of the state’s own citizenry of that justification will be the measure of the success of the attribution.

Information sharing networks between attributing stakeholders can help to reduce information asymmetries. For example, information sharing between entities can help develop understanding of commonly known APT strains such as Cloud Hopper from China\textsuperscript{47} or the Lazarus Group from North Korea.\textsuperscript{48} However, attribution carries risks. Threat actors can use this shared intelligence to adapt their own tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs).\textsuperscript{49} An example of this is the Olympic Destroyer malware, where it is still unclear whether the attack was launched from North Korea or Russia, because it contains malware used by both Fancy Bear and the Lazarus Group.\textsuperscript{50} Threat actors can also use information such as the technical indicators of compromise and attack tactics to prepare new attacks. For example, there is evidence that China and other actors learned from and adapted Russia’s election interference techniques and used these techniques to interfere in the 2020 US election.\textsuperscript{51} Some of the techniques used by Russia could be found in the US Department of Justice indictments,\textsuperscript{52} and it is likely that actors like China and others have studied these techniques and adopted them into their own toolset, which improved their capabilities.

Information sharing of incomplete research can lead to misattribution or the media sensationalising false information. An example of these pitfalls occurred during the CyberCaliphate false flag hack.\textsuperscript{53} During that operation, the hack was first misattributed to Iran. However, further enquiries by FireEye found that the attack was a clever false flag operation from Sofacy, a Russian state-sponsored cyber group that masqueraded as a group from Iran to shift
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suspicion. Sensationalist media reporting can also spread incomplete information. For example, an unattributed cyberattack in Austria was blamed on Russia by media pundits; however, this attribution was later recanted. Russia’s response and the pushing of incomplete information highlight the inherent nature of false flag operations and the risks these pose to attribution. It is hard to know how many of these operations have been identified and how many achieved their goal of misidentification or no identification. Nonetheless, these incidents seem to be rare and nation-states typically have the same response to attribution, no matter who the attributor is, calling them ‘baseless accusations’.

Attributors should consider current political tensions and trends when attributing. When Canada’s Citizens’ Lab released an article attributing a spyware attack to Saudi Arabia, the Saudi government retaliated by threatening retaliation and launching a social media campaign telling Canada to stay out of other countries’ affairs. One image posted on social media during this time was a plane flying into Toronto’s CN Tower, likely meant to be taken as a threat. The situation did not escalate beyond online threats, but these did end up putting a strain on Canada’s relationship with Saudi Arabia and, by extension, their Middle Eastern allies.

Lastly, the limitations of using domestic law against APT-level actors, the lack of broad international treaties, the lack of consensus on how international laws apply and opaque definitions and standards have led to several unwelcome outcomes: (1) a de facto acceptance of offensive cyber operations that fall below the threshold use of force; (2) the responsibility mechanism for states often being the prosecution of individuals rather than nation-states; and (3) a trend of loose coalitions of international actors based around existing intelligence, military or political alliances which trace, attribute and respond to offensive cyber operations. A legal attribution framework could resolve many of the issues discussed in this section and mitigate most risks.

In light of these risks, and despite differences between attributors and their interests, several factors have been identified which can strengthen an attribution. First, accuracy is important; attributions must accurately attribute the specific offensive cyber operation to the correct actor. Misattributing an offensive cyber operation can lead nation-states to rely on false information when retaliating against the misattributed party, creating international turmoil. For example, if the act was attributed wrongly and countermeasures were taken against a wrong state, the victim
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state itself will have committed an internationally wrongful act. Therefore, for the long-term reputation of the attributor and the attribution process in general, the attribution must be accurate. To ensure that it is, attributors should find support for their conclusions in verifiable evidence.

To ensure public acceptance and legitimacy, the attribution itself must be efficiently disseminated to the public through trusted sources. These include private sector threat reports, high-level public sector statements, public sector technical releases, public sector intelligence assessments, criminal indictments and even sometimes government leaks reported by the media or other trusted sources.

Additional factors have been identified to aid in improving successful attributions for both public and private entities. These include: strong public and private partnerships; strong information-sharing networks between nation-states; potential for repercussions such as sanctions or hack backs to prevent attacks; having a well-cultivated private sector; attributing an attack in concert with other countries to create more impact; relatively little time elapsing between attack and attribution; the attributor having a strong reputation; and existing public sector and private sector information-sharing networks.

These factors alone cannot ‘fix’ attribution because cyberspace lacks standards and norms, making an attribution inherently political and subjective. With this in mind, developing specific cyber-related norms would lead to increased outcomes of attributions.

2.4 Law and Transnational Institutions

Although issues remain, technical attribution has evolved to a sufficient degree to meet the challenge of tracking and tracing attackers and the parallel development of legal standards would create certainty and clarity. Public attribution remains a political decision, but it still must follow applicable International or domestic regulations and legal standards. Attributions resulting from a legal process have greater legitimacy, leading to a study of tactics and methodologies, pose a threat of retaliation, allow implementation of countermeasures and produce norms for appropriate behaviour. To that end, the two approaches put forward are an agreed burden of proof standard and stateless attribution.
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Regarding evidentiary standards, attribution does not require absolute certainty.\(^{67}\) Only a sufficient evidentiary burden needs to be met, as in all legal determinations.\(^{68}\) Examples of types of evidence include the narrowness of the target, the resources required by the attacker, the context and technical indicators.\(^{69}\) What is missing are the evidentiary procedures that allow for the formation of legal judgments.

There is no explicit international law on the standard of proof in attribution\(^70\) and the amount of evidence required varies significantly in each case.\(^{71}\) For example, in 2018, the US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) reported with ‘high confidence’, that Russian military intelligence (GRU) created Notpetya,\(^72\) and the UK claimed that the Russian military was ‘almost certainly’ responsible.\(^73,74\) Further development of the evidentiary standard may arise from future cyber sanctions, especially since the European Union (EU) recently established a sanctions regime for cyberattacks.\(^75\) The EU utilised this facility for the first time in July 2020,\(^76\) although it was careful not to conflate sanctions with official state attribution.

Scholars have suggested tuning evidentiary burdens to the severity of the response, whether political, economic or military.\(^77\) For example, an economic sanction might only require a preponderance of the evidence (51%), while the justified use of military force might require proof beyond reasonable doubt (99.9%). This sliding scale approach has been hinted at by the International Court of Justice (ICJ),\(^78\) endorsed by the Tallinn Manual 2.0 and described by
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\(^{68}\) Tran (n 63), ‘[Q]uestions of responsibility are rarely decided solely through a single technological tool or form of evidence and judgments of responsibility often do not turn on smoking-gun declarations of guilt’.
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\(^{78}\) See Case Concerning Application of the Convention on the Prevention & Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (Bosnia & Herzegovina v. Serbia & Montenegro), 2007 I.C.J. 47, 130 (Feb. 26, 2007) para. 210 (noting that when a state is accused of genocide ‘the Court requires proof at a high level of certainty appropriate to the seriousness of the allegation’); see also Netherlands Letter, supra note 111, at 7 (‘Under international law there is no fixed standard concerning the burden of proof a state must meet for (legal) attribution and thus far the International Court of Justice has accepted different standards of proof’).
academics from Yale, UCLA and the University of Westminster.\textsuperscript{79} Further development and acceptance of this sliding scale approach by an international tribunal like the ICJ or group of aligned states may be the logical first step.

Some worry that requiring a specific level of proof for an attribution might increase the costs for developing nations and have the effect of decreasing the total number of attributions.\textsuperscript{80} However, these concerns are met with the promise of higher quality attributions, increased clarity of international norms, fostering transparency into states actions and decreasing the number of ‘trust me’ attributions.

The absence of standard methodology to investigate evidence has led to confusion, suspicion and a request for greater transparency. To mitigate these concerns, one solution would be institutionalising transnational attribution or stateless attribution. Stateless attribution aims to legitimise the attribution process by increasing uniformity and decreasing the politicisation of attributions by having a third-party attribute offensive cyber operation. Stateless attribution in the form of a Transnational Attribution Institution (TAI), as suggested by several scholars,\textsuperscript{81} could serve as a neutral global platform in which to perform authoritative public cyber-attributions.\textsuperscript{82} In taking the attribution out of the hands of states, the ‘TAI would be an independent entity or set of processes whose attribution decisions would aspire to be widely perceived as unbiased, legitimate and valid, even among parties who might be antagonistic (such as rival nation-states)’.\textsuperscript{83}

Microsoft, the Atlantic Council, the Rand Corporation and the Council on Foreign Relations have all produced research on this issue.\textsuperscript{84} There are significant challenges to the creation and legitimate functioning of a TAI, including how to staff it with credible experts.

However, the TAI should not be the sole body conducting attribution on the international stage. A TAI could be created most closely in the image of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). This certifying authority would have two foundational functions. First, a TAI could provide a certification decision on whether an attribution met the evidentiary standard based on a sliding scale burden of proof. Second, a TAI could provide a certification decision on whether, based on the evidence presented, the correct conclusion was reached in the attribution. A TAI constituted this way would bring with it a host of positives. It could create and solidify an evidentiary standard

\textsuperscript{79} Tallinn Manual 2.0; Eichensehr (n 59); Tran (n 63); Marco Roscini, Evidentiary Issues in International Disputes Related to State Responsibility for Cyber Operations (June 30, 2014). Texas International Law Journal, Vol. 50, p. 233, 2015.
\textsuperscript{80} Eichensehr (n 59).
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for attribution. It would improve the legitimacy of attributions and the ability for attributions to lead to successful redress for victims. It would improve consensus around the perpetrator of an attack and reduce the perpetrator’s ability to deny. It would democratise attributions and be open to all willing states, regardless of their political system. Additionally, a TAI would bring clarity and enforceability to insurance coverage disputes, data breach cases and liability protection proposals and justify responses. Beyond these foundational principles, if it were also constituted in a way that would allow it to expand on these principles as needs around norms developed, it would have staying power as an international organisation.

Even a TAI constituted this way would encounter roadblocks. States would still be hesitant to share sensitive data and to outsource key international relations functions. Most likely leading to any TAI becoming at best a supplemental option to the existing mechanisms of public attribution. Ultimately, the addition of a TAI could lead to a general improvement in international cybersecurity norms and standards leading to a more ordered and safer world.

2.5 Alternatives to Public Attribution

When a nation-state learns that they are subject to an offensive cyber operation, public attribution may not follow. For various reasons, a nation-state can choose to internally attribute, bilaterally attribute, or not to conduct an attribution investigation at all. For example, when the cost to investigate and publicly attribute a cyberattack exceeds the perceived benefit, the state may pursue alternatives to public attribution. The costs associate with investigating are not trivial and can be divided into three types: economic costs, opportunity costs and political costs. The economic costs involve the financial costs of the required technology and human capital required to perform an attribution. A country seeking to perform an attribution may not have the technical expertise within its government to perform the forensic analysis of a cyber operation. Also, they may not have the budget or the technical tools to support an attribution effort.

The opportunity costs of attribution relate to how time and resources could have been used, or what is given up by conducting an attribution. For example, ‘fixating on the threat group behind the attack takes time, energy and resources away from performing the practical measures that are necessary to keep the organisation’s network secure’. It is a resource-limited world and, in a world where cyber operations happen constantly, using resources to defend against the next or current cyber operation may be more important than finding out who was responsible for the previous one.

The political costs may involve revealing sophisticated attribution capabilities, such as publicising information that could allow adversaries to gain insight into both the attributor’s technical and espionage capabilities. Public attribution of cyber operations could also place states at risk of retaliatory action. States could wrongfully attribute an attack to an innocent third party, which could lead to consequences that could complicate diplomatic relations or increase tensions.

These constraints may inhibit the ability of a state to publicly attribute a malicious cyber operation, and prevent it from accomplishing its foreign policy or national security goals.

a) Internal Attribution
While some states may have sophisticated forensic tools, mature intelligence capabilities and strong relationships with allies that allow for the sharing of intelligence, they may choose not to publicly attribute a cyber operation to an adversary. Instead, they may choose to exploit their cyber capabilities to gain an advantage over their adversary through acts of espionage or by conducting covert cyber operations against them while maintaining plausible deniability. For example, US strategies like ‘persistent engagement’ and ‘defending forward’ use sophisticated intelligence and military capabilities to gain insights into an adversary’s capabilities and seek to gain a competitive edge, which are then exploited for strategic advantage.

States may choose internal attribution when the benefits of a public attribution are low and traditional means of deterrence by punishment are ineffective. Economic sanctions, criminal indictments and other forms of political retaliation may not deter the adversary. Publicly attributing an attack could result in retaliatory action such as further cyber operations or damaged foreign relations with that country, particularly if a third party is wrongfully attributed. For example, in 2013 the DoD clearly stated that the Chinese were directly responsible for attacks spanning the globe as the US Department of Homeland Security published Internet Protocol (IP) addresses linked to the Chinese military and the national security adviser made a public statement about China’s cyber efforts in stealing US intellectual property. All this was done before the summit between President Obama and Prime Minister Xi intended to decrease tensions between the two countries. Finally, states may choose not to divulge the evidence used to justify the attribution, as it could potentially compromise their own intelligence and cyber sources, methods and capabilities.

b) Bilateral Attribution
While public attribution seeks to ‘name and shame’ as a means of deterring adversaries, others seek to use bilateral attribution to deter cyber operations using diplomatic leverage. Bilateral attribution involves a victim state using diplomatic channels to attribute a cyber operation against the alleged perpetrator state. This has been a popular alternative to public attribution used by France, which has taken the position that it does not need to publicly disclose the information used to attribute a cyber operation to an adversary. The Netherlands has taken a similar stance.
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France, however, is increasingly moving towards public attribution as it builds its cyber capabilities, engages with allies and shifts its strategy towards enforcing cyber norms. A state may pursue bilateral attribution if it traditionally conducts foreign policy through formal diplomatic channels or if it lacks the capabilities to pursue deterrence by punishment through criminal indictments, economic sanctions, or offensive cyber capabilities.

c) No Attribution

Another alternative to attribution is to choose not to pursue an investigation of a cyber operation, but rather to use the forensic artefacts collected to pursue active defence strategies instead of attribution. These could include hacking back or using data such as the IP addresses of command-and-control servers, URLs found in the static analysis of malware code or other indicators that could allow a victim to retaliate against an unknown adversary's infrastructure to either recover stolen data or disrupt or destroy their capabilities. Another alternative could be to use these artefacts and indicators to increase the costs of future attacks by sharing threat intelligence, investing in cybersecurity infrastructure and sharing information with allies through deterrence by denial strategy.

Hacking back carries political, economic, and legal risks. For this reason, many countries prohibit private companies from hacking back. In the United States, for example, there are no legal protections for unauthorized hacking back; rather the US Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA) prohibits any ‘unauthorised access’ to a computer, ‘unauthorised transmission’ of things like malware, or actions that damage protected computers or networks. Thus, accessing the aggressor’s computer or network without authorisation will cause potential criminal penalties. Domestic law may provide entities, such as law enforcement or intelligence agencies, a legal basis to conduct hack backs. Under international law, states are free to engage in whatever activities, provided they do not violate any international wrongful act. Therefore, the fact that international law does not provide a norm permitting hack back activities has little relevance. Rather, it has to be asked, whether there is a norm that forbids it.

Second, hacking back could significantly increase the risks of retaliation by the aggressor, potentially causing collateral damage which could include civilian systems. Third, enabling hacking back has the risk of unintended collateral damage when states pursue revenge attacks in cyberspace. Lastly, the possibility of mistaken attribution leads to the risks of harming an innocent third party, given that attackers can leave fake clues such as spoofed IP addresses to mask their origins.

---
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Conclusion

Attribution is the necessary first step in the justification of any kind of response to a cyber operation. The success of attribution is grounded in the goal of the attribution, which changes depending on the attributing actor. In comparing private and public sector attribution, a strong private sector and a strong public and private-sector partnership lead to better outcomes. Attribution trends between NATO and non-NATO countries show that an increased density of traditional alliances, intelligence sharing agreements and aligned incentives correlates with a greater likelihood of coordinated attribution. Lastly, the application of international law to cyberspace is a work in progress and creating evidentiary standards around attribution should be the next step. The creation of a Transnational Attribution Certification Institution is a worthy long-term goal.

Limitations to attribution do exist. Attackers can plant false flags, misattribution can occur and attribution can lead to a rise in tension or even to conflict. Active defence is the main alternative to attribution. While alternatives exist, attribution is currently the best first response and can be a successful response to state-sponsored offensive cyber operations and deter future ones. By harnessing public-private partnerships, collective attributions drawing on existing alliances, developing evidentiary standards for attribution now, producing a TAI in the future, correctly attributing the state responsible and ensuring the goals for attribution are just and achieved, attribution can be effective now and improved in the future.